Lmna knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts are less contractile than their wild-type counterparts.
In order to maintain tissue homeostasis and functionality, adherent cells need to sense and respond to environmental mechanical stimuli. An important ability that adherent cells need in order to properly sense and respond to mechanical stimuli is the ability to exert contractile stress onto the environment via actin stress fibers. The actin stress fibers form a structural chain between the cells' environment via focal adhesions and the nucleus via the nuclear lamina. In case one of the links in this chain is missing or aberrant, contractile stress generation will be affected. This is especially the case in laminopathic cells, which have a missing or mutated form of the LMNA gene encoding for part of the nuclear lamina. Using the thin film method combined with sample specific finite element modeling, we quantitatively showed a fivefold lower contractile stress generation of Lmna knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) as compared to wild-type MEFs. Via fluorescence microscopy it was demonstrated that the lower contractile stress generation was associated with an impaired actin stress fiber organization with thinner actin fibers and smaller focal adhesions. Similar experiments with wild-type MEFs with chemically disrupted actin stress fibers verified these findings. These data illustrate the importance of an organized actin stress fiber network for contractile stress generation and demonstrate the devastating effect of an impaired stress fiber organization in laminopathic fibroblasts. Next to this, the thin film method is expected to be a promising tool in unraveling contractility differences between fibroblasts with different types of laminopathic mutations.